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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of finding a relatvistic genera·

linion of the U(6) group in connection with the
internal symmetry of elementary particles has

engaged considerable attention recently. In par
ticular. Salam's paper (1965, Ref. I) gave a
great stimulus to study the 0 (12) group struct

ure. It is the purpose of this paper to give a
comprehensive list of formulas and commutators

of tl (2) algebra in orc:!er to assist physicists

for further study of the most important and ce

ntral problem of physics today. Rather complica
ted computational techniques are involved, there

fore we give several examples and proofs of

formulas which are given without proofs in Ref.
I (incidently correcting mistakes (or misprints)

of formulas are given in Rei. I).

2. ii (12) ALGEBRA and SUBALGEBRA

Tl:e group structure (1" (12) is defined by the

algebra of the 144 matrices
Fli.i=TRTi, R=I, ... ,16; i=O, ...,8.

Here TR=l, Tp, O-p_=+i(Tp•Tu),

o-p6=iTpT5t T6 (p=O, 1,2,3)
are the well-known 16 matrices of Dirac algebra,

which satisfy the relations

(TPt T.) =TJu+TuTp=2gpu (p, 11=0,1,2,3)
with TO hermitian and T antihermitian and the

signature of the metric (1, -I, -1, -1).
That is.

goo=-gll=-gl2=-gu=l,

gl'u=O if P~II,

To+=T, T1+=-71o 72+=-T2• and T,+=-T3

Ti=+Ai are the well-known 9 unitary spin

matrices, with the Ai defined by Gell-Mann(I962,

Ref. 2).

Thus Tr(TiTJ)=+iJ, ri"=O,

d Oi"= oJ"(2/3)t

(T', TJ) =ifIJ"T" }
{TI. TJ} =TiTJ+TiT'=dIJ"T" (1)

where the representation of Pi". d ii" are given

in Rei. 2.

Since TB characterizes the space·tiIT.e symmetry

(the representations of Poincare group or in
homogeneous Lorentz group) and Ti characte

rizes the internal symmetry of elementary par

ticles, 7B(R=I, 2, ..., 16) and T'(i=O, 1, ...,8)

commute each other.

Therefore in order to know the Lie algebraic

characters of 0 (12) group, i. e. the closure of

all Lie products (commutators) of 144 elements,
we must compute

(TATi, TSTi), (A, B=I, ••.16, i,i=O, .•.• 8).

Fundamental Identities

(TATi, TBTi) =+ {TA, TB} (T', Ti)

+i- (TA. TB) {Ti, Ti}

which is easily checked by remembering {} as

anticommutator and ( ) commutator brackets.
By (1) we obtain immediately

(TAT', TBTi)={i {TA, TB}fij"T"

+-}(TA, TB)d1i"T" (2)

By (2) it is clear that we have to know all

commutators and anticommutators of the Dirac
algebra (L e. TA), and it is important, but en
ough they are closed under Lie products i. e. all

commutators (Lie products of any 2 elements of

TA) must produce nothing but a linear combina

tion of TA themselves, since by (1) we already
know explicitely all commutators and anticom

mutators of Ti (L e. Gell-Mann algebra SU(3) is
• I

closed).
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-glv F.~)+ifiik{(g"pg1,,-gApg,,~)FII

- E:"w"Ff}.

(Fit Fj,)= idiJkF/IIs, (Fi. Fjs)=idii.tF,'.

(Fi. F/.)=idiik (glI'F~- glvF',)

(Fl. Ft) =ifiillg""Fk_idiillFt".

(F i Fi)-'d'ill FII+ l 1lill <> FII
/. ,5 -I gp" 5 't' "'P."l RA'

(F/s• Fj5)=-ifiJIIgp" FII_idiik Ft".

multiplication. it is algebra. Let us call it Salam

algebra. This is a special case of Lie algebra.
As it is well known, T's has 4-dimensional re

presentation, and T' are generated by 3 funda·

mental quarks(the famous eightfold way of Gell

Mann). Therefore FBI (Salam algebra) are the
algebra of 144 linearly independent matrices

whose representation are clearly (12 X t2=144)
a minimum 12 dimensional operating on a 12

components Dirac quark(multispinor). Following

the procedure of Lie algebra we find that the
quadratic Casimir operator is

FiFLFi FJ+.!.. F i F i + Fi Fi - F I, F 1
5 S 2 Pv Pv I' P. p. pS'

Insepection of the commutators for n(12) re
veals that a 72-component of subaglebra is gen-

ellated by the operators Fi, F', F till'
That is: every commutators of any two of Fi,

Ft, F I" are closed under Lie product. This is the

subgroup W(6) and in the fundamental repre

sentation has the generators T', TsTi and 0"P_ Ti,

The expressions Ft F j F /s F15 and FiFL F~Ft

+ ~ F I" F I" are now separately invariant under

W(6). Proof is given at § 3. Note that W(6) pos

seses also the importaut 36--parameter subgroup
U(6) (TiO",,!;TI; a,b=l. 2, 3). This is identcal

with U(6) of GurseY, Radicati and Sakita.

Therefore tl (12) contains automatically in

itself U(6) subgroup and finally SU(3) subgro

up of GelI-Mann. It is this fact that makes its
importance in the theory of elementary particles
paramount. The fuIl symmetry(although this is

broken badly) of nature is contained in tl(J2).

We give the complete listing of all commuta

tors and anticommutators of Dirac algebra,

Proofs of some difficult ones are given in § 3.

(t.O"p•.)=O. {I. O"pv} =20"1'"

(7l.0"I'v)=2i(gWT,,-glvTp).

{TA. O"pv} =-2 e AP"PO"PS)

(0".'.0"1'1) =2i(g.·.O"u'+ gwO".v

- g .,,0"Ap- g.h0",,1'),

{O".l. O"pv} =2(g"pglv-glpgllv)-2 e .lp.T5>

(0")5,O"pv)=2i(gu·0")S-g.hO"ps)

{O"ls. 0"PV} =- 2 e: 11'vpTP

(Tp.0",·s)=2ig;,.Ts. {Tr. O"vs} = e I'vP.O"ps
(Ts.O"I',)=O, {7s,0"1"}= e:l'vP..O"Pl.

With the above formulas and (1). (2), we can
I.OW compute(Fr.I, FBi) remembering FBI==.TBTI,

Using the notation with FI==.IT1, Fl==TsTi

Fl't =O"p"TJ. F~=TpTi. Fi.t=O"lSTi,

we deduce the following commutators:
( (Fi, Fi)=ifiikFII, (F\ Fi)=ifiikF 511.

(Ft, Fn=-ijliIlFk, (FI,FI,,)=ijliIlFt.,
(F' 'J I., 'k F 11

~. Fp..' ='tif'J e: ""oA .,(.

W(6)

+if'ik e: lp,iF:'

F~ the above commutation rule for FRi it
is clear that every Lie products of any two of
FBi pro1uce nothing but a linear comb:nation
of FBi themselves, Since it is closed un~er

3. MATHEMATICS of ii (12)

Since metric is given as signature(+, -, -5..... )

T·"=g·~'T,.• 70
2 =1. Tl=Tl=Tl=-l

follow from the commutation relations (TpT,,+
T"Tp)=2g;Jv. putting 1l=p==O,I,2,3. Space part
(Jl=I, 2.3) indices can be lowered or raised
only by change of sign, (L e, multiplied by -1).
But the time component (fl=G) of covariant a!ld
contravariant tensor are the same.

- J 2-



-TS::= Ts== ToT1T27a :. (T5)'.cc-1

{
TST'U +T."T5::=0

also
TI'T ,TpT(J= € ",: cT5 (/1~lJ:!stp:!stu). _

Among cmmutators and auticommutators of Dirac

algebra we give only the following proofs due

to space limitations. The rest can be easily checked.

THEOREM 1.

(0'.~. 0",.~)=2i(g.~Uut+g'JpO'/I~- g/ll'(J'll'

-g~pO'•.u).

PFOOF.

(0'.'. O"p,.) =(iT.T•• up.)

=i(7.TAUp~-7 .Up.rA+T.Up."A-Up].'A)

=i (T.(rA• Up,,) + (T•• Up.)'.}.

Using cr~. O"p,.)=2i(gApT.-gA.TI')

=i(T.2i(gApT,,- gl.T1') +2i(gR.•T,,-g.~T1')7i)

=2ii(glIJT.T.- gl.T.T,.+ g ...T.T" - g R.TpT A)

=2i(g••u 11'+gll'O'•• - g .,,0'l~- gl~O' .1')

THEOREM 2.

{u.~, O'p~} =2(g.,ugl.-g~pg.") -2 e ,lP.r5•

PROOF.

{u.'. uP.} = (iT.T). iTpT,}.

But

TpT,T.Tl=Tp.(2g,.-T.T.)T;.=2g,.Tp.T;.-T,..T.T~TA

=2(g,TpTl-g""T.T;.+ g.;.T.Tp-gp.1TloT.)

+T,.T.TI'T••
But

T.T ),T"T.= (- g ...uT AT,,+g.;T),Tp+ glpT,,7.-g 7.,r.T1')

+ (gwg."- g •.,,)+ e /l7.p"T5.

In arriving the above identity. knowing 1C:!stJ. and

p-:!st-II. we exhaust all possible cases by enume·

rating that indices can be 1) K=P. 2) K=IJ.

3) ),=/1. 4) ,1=11; 5) K=lJ and ;/=11. 6) K=IJ

and ),=P. 7) K~l-:!st-p~lJ.

:. tu,}. Up.,} =2(g.pg7..-g7.pg,.)-2€/lAP.T5•

Knowing the complete tables of commutators
and anti commutators of Dirac algedra, it is now
trivial m3.tter to compute any Lie product of
5ala m algebra.

By the fundamental identity. it follows th:lt

CF" F i) ( T' T') 1 ( J "k k;~. ,.., = Ukl '.0'1'. J ='2 0'.',0',•. d'l T

+ 1 {n- n-} fiikTII"2 v.'. vp, t

using the above derived formulas (Theorem I,

and Theorem 2). we have immediately

=idiill (g",U'7.I'+ g,lpUR, -g,.,JY7._ - g -<,0'• ,,)TII

+ifi i ll {gll,ug~"-g7.l,g,,) - ~ •.,p..Ts}Tk.

Next we turn our ;;tt.=ntion to sublgebra W (6)

of n (12). It is clear from the table of multi

plication of 5alam algebra that a 72 component

subalgebra is generated by the elements Fi, FsJ.

F,i,,(i.e.i=O... ·.8. p~li=(\1.2,3 :.9+9

+9x6=72). By the reneral theory of Lie algebra
about the quadratic Casr.-jr operator (Rei. 3).
the following two expressions are noW' separately
invariant uncer W (6) i. e. they commute with

the generators Fi. F/, F I. of W(6) algebra.

therefore also commute each other.

THEOREM 3.

The expressions

F~Ft- FJ5F/S and FJFi_FtF'+ ~ F,!~Fj.

commute separately with each generator Fi.

F~. F J.. of W (6), therefore are invariant of

W(6).
PROOF: Notice the following i'~entities

(A. BB) = (A. B)B+B(A, B)
(AA, B)=A(A, B)+(A. E)A.

Using the multipiicatiol1 taLe uf :::alam "':i.,cjra,
remembering that fijk are completely antisym
metric v. ith all indices i. i. k and d iik are com
p!etely symmetric with all indices i. i. k.

(Fi. F!.F~)=(Fi. Fn F~+ FHFi. Ft)

F~ F~ is symmetric with respect to indices k. i.

By the completely analogous manner.

(Fi. F/5 F/6J=0. (Fi. F!. Ft- F/s F/.) =0.
nmilarly. using

(F~. F~)=idiiIlF,.\.

- 13-
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-;dlj·CF~ F /5+ F /6 F~)

=idlj·CF;5 Fi+ F~ FI-~)-idlJ.CFl5 F~

+F~F,~) :. (Fi,F~F~-F/5F/5)=O.

Next using F~ Fe= F 15 F:S and also

(F~ F~ -Fi.~' Fj5 Fn=O,

Completely similar manner, but after much
more lengthy calculation, we can prove that Fi,

Ft, F Jv commute with

FJFJ- Ft F5i+1. F,! F J
~ 2 rV 1'.-

Notice, since we have a complete table for

Salam algebra, the proof is no more difficult

than previous one, only now we have more

factors to take care of, therefore it is lengthy,

we omit this proof only because of space limih

tions.
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(page 7 iI '11 4,:-)
sidering X is compact, and hence C*(K)=C(X),

ad C(X);;;;;n by Theorem 1.4. Hence dim X;;;;;n.

By the previous lemma, the set of all light map

pings in C..CX) is a dense GB set in C..(X).
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